WRECKS SYSTEM - TOTALS ONLY PRINT

Run by BEALEL at 10:56:13 on 26/4/2010

Area of coverage :
22 11’.020 N 113 59’.360 E
22 14’.070 N 113 57’.860 E
22 13’.980 N 113 57’.600 E
22 11’.000 N 113 58’.600 E

Selection Parameters :

LIVE wrecks : YES          Fouls : YES
ABEY wrecks : YES         Fishermens Fasteners : YES
LIFT wrecks : YES         Classified wrecks : YES
DEAD wrecks : YES        Non-Sub Contacts : YES
Charted and Uncharted wrecks/obstructions

TOTAL WRECKS : 0

LIVE : 0
ABEY : 0
LIFT : 0
DEAD : 0

Charted : 0
Uncharted : 0

Wreck Type Definitions

LIVE : Wreck considered to exist. Only live wrecks listed with a chart symbol will be charted.
DEAD : Wreck considered not to exist. Not shown on charts.
ABEY : Existence of wreck in doubt. Not shown on charts.
LIFT : Wreck that has been physically removed. Not shown on charts.
NSC : WW2 ASDIC contacts classified as not being submarines.

NB : Some wrecks will not be charted/deleted until the next New Edition of the chart.